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WHEN THE SUN WON'T SHINE...
AND LIFE
SEEMS SLOW...
WHEN THE TIMES GET ROUGH AND YOU JUST CAN'T COPE...
THINK
THINGS
OUT,
'CAUSE THERE'S ALWAYS HOPE
IT MAY TAKE SOME TIME BEFORE YOU CAN SAY...
THAT YOU’RE FEELIN’ FINE AND

ALL IS O.K. . . .
SO DON'T LET THE BAD TIMES

GET THE BEST OF YOU . . .
respassing Suspect Is Arrested On Campus Part Of Loop Road Closes, Reduced Budget Sage Home at the Brook Protest Today

Construction of Fine '74 Arts Needs Completion

New Riders of the Purple
Hot Tuna At Stony Brook: Surprise!!!

Migrating Birds
Crashing into Reflective Windows

Fine Arts Dedicated
Students Oppose Dorm Rent Hike
Three Arrested Students

In Kelly and Tabler Quads

Buses Will Be Rerouted What to Do On Blah Weekends

I.D. Check at Union
Cuts Theft And Vandalism

Student Patrols Beginning Stage XII Ceilings Deteriorate

Attica: Reversing An Injustice

Future Hearings Scheduled For Attica Support Group

Occuies Univ Office

Freshman Protest No Triples

Nixon Pardoned Jefferson Starship

Electrifies Monday Crowd
Building Vandalism Halts COCA Production
Stony Brook Construction May Stop; More Bonds Must Be Sold
History Strikes Successful In Lessening Cuts
Union Cafeteria Inspected
Health Board Charges H & H
Stony Brook Clinic Short Staffed
Growth Likely Next Year

Freshman Couple Kisses To Triumph In 21 Hours
Education Department Sex Bias
Full Use Of Health Tower
College Move To the Union
Fights Still On In Closed Buildings
Cutback, Are Fought Tuition Hike with Affect SUNY Study
Delays" Move To the Union
No Heat, SUNY Priorities For Polity
Due Run Off Election This Week
mcPolicy Are Revealed
Polity Concert Funds Investigated
Funding Investigated
More Dormitories Are Locking Up At Night

Don't At SUNY: More For Less
Heat And Hot Water Outage Hits Tabler and Roth Quads

Drop Period Extended From Five To Nine Weeks
Legalizing Sale Of Marijuana
Would Increase Tax Revenue
University Abolishes
Mandatory Meal Plan

D.A. Favors Easing
Marijuana Laws
Whatever
 Became Of The
Campus Supermarket?

Jazz Explores
At Stony Brook
Bromberg Comes To Stony Brook
Budget Money Runs Low
Protests Building Delays

Chuck Mangione

End Campus Segregation
Opening Of Law School
WUSB Targets FM
Whatever

76-77

Professor Rehired
Evening Traffic Acute
Student Protest
'CAUSE THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW . . .
WHERE YOU CAN START ANEW.

*A. ROSENTHAL
Football Club
78
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
1977 Tennis Team

Suburban East Division Champions Metropolitan Intercollegiate Tennis Conference
1977-78 Women’s Varsity Basketball

Left to right: Front row: Vanessa Norman, Janet Sganga, Michelle Mathurin. Second row: Rose Huss, Janet Travis, Alison Mass, Yolanda Pumarejo, Ann Schlegel. Third row: Josie Darby (mgr.), Margo Spak, Phyllis Schiffman, Janet Skrivanek, Denise Bridgers, Carolyn Hequist, Regina Johnson (mgr.).
1977-78 Men’s Varsity

Left to right: Front row (kneeling) Sonny Holland; (seated) Marty Resale, Freeston Warner, Joe Castiglie (captain), Larry Tillery, Tom Duranti, Mel Walker, Joe Grandolfo. Second row (standing): Ron Bash (Head Coach), Allan Walker, Earl Keith, Miske Crooms, Bill ...
Basketball Team


1977 Varsity Baseball Team

Track


Winter Track: Bob Clausen, Tom Kubirych, Paul Cabot, Matt Lake, Cang Le, Karl Zamurs, John Lewandowski, Frank Seuly, Pete Leagakis, John Folan.
1977 Varsity Hockey Team

Intramurals
1977-1978
Soccer Team

Dedication . . .

to

the

UNDERGRADUATES
We, the staff of the 1978 SPECULA, would like to dedicate this yearbook and all our efforts to the Undergraduate student body. WE HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN YOU!!!

The life here at Stony Brook isn't always easy for undergraduates because sometimes living in the dorms can be equated with living in a zoo . . .

because sometimes there are many other things you would rather do than write a paper or make organic structural models . . .

because sometimes a professor is not as understanding as you would hope him/her to be . . .

because commuting can be a drag when it downpours till the point of flooding the campus and when you return to your car in the faculty engineering parking lot it has been towed away . . .

because sometimes things here at Stony Brook always seem to be against the undergraduates!

BUT . . .

You all make it through and most often regret leaving because you spent some of the best years here and friends you have made make it all seem worthwhile. We hope this yearbook will keep those memories of the good things preserved!
Staff

John Hession, Assistant Editor

Mark S. Felder, Photo Editor

Caryl Hirsch, Senior Section Editor
The Sociology Forum was established five years ago to provide academic and social activities for Stony Brook undergraduates interested in the field of sociology.

The organization has grown tremendously within this time and has had considerable success in scheduling events of interest to the campus community on a bi-weekly basis.

This year’s executive officers were: Sandi Brooks, President; Lori Adler, Secretary; Alan Johnson, Treasurer; Jennifer Lopez, Senior Peer Counselor; Debi Sherman, Publicity Chairperson; and Robert Townley, Steering Committee Chairperson.
Bridge To Somewhere

EROS
Activities & Entertainment
THE BRIDGE

The famous (infamous?) Stony Brook "Bridge to Nowhere" is finally going somewhere. The Bridge was started in the late sixties as part of the Stony Brook Union Building project. It was to link the Union and nearby residence hall areas with the center of the campus via a connection with either the Library or Fine Arts Center mall, both of which were scheduled for immediate construction at that time. However, funding problems delayed the connection, and for nearly a decade the Bridge has stood as a symbol of incomplete campus construction. Now, with the campus taking final form, the Bridge, appropriately, is being completed.

UNIVERSITY BAND TRUMPET ENSEMBLE
conducted by Van Negris, Associate Conductor of the University Band

TRUMPETS
William Pelzar
Paul Resnick
Christopher Marshall
Joseph Licari

Peter Silver
Arnold Pollack
Thomas Diamante

TYMPANI
Leslie Eckstein

PROGRAM

PRELUDE
University Band Trumpet Ensemble
"Concerto for Trumpets & Tympani"
by Johann Ernst Altenburg
I. Allegro; II. Andante; III. Vivace

WELCOME
The Hon. H. Lee Dennison
former Suffolk County Executive,
Master of Ceremonies

REMARKS

INTERLUDE
Premiere
"Fanfare for a Finished Bridge"
by Anthony De Marco

DEDICATION
Champagne Breaking!
Wall Breaking!
Dedictory Procession

PROGRAM NOTES
Champagne Reception at Fine Arts Entranceway
immediately following ceremonies
Alumni Association Bridge Party
1–5 p.m. at Fine Arts outdoor amphitheatre at south end of the Bridge
Kenny Loggins
Dave Mason
The Jerry Garcia
Scenia Band
Dan Fogelberg
George Benson
Foreigner
National Lampoon Show
Play It Again Sam
WY CZEK
Guest Speaker:

Abba Cbban
FACULTY ADMINISTRATION
Dear Graduates of the Class of 1978:

This edition of the Specula, which documents your years at Stony Brook, will help you to remember friends, teachers, and events that shaped your life at the University. You will recall the many difficulties of adjusting to life on an incomplete campus. Some day, however, when the academic program is fully-developed and the campus is beautifully completed and landscaped, you will take out this book to show people what Stony Brook was like in your pioneering days. I hope that you will remember this time fondly and will appreciate that you helped to develop a great university. At the same time the University was helping you to define your own goals of life and of service to others and to reflect your own intellectual and creative abilities.

You have seen important changes during your tenure here, including the creation of new academic programs and facilities. Your sophomore year saw the graduation of the first class in the undergraduate program of the W. Averell Harriman College of Urban and Policy Sciences. Your junior year saw the graduation of Stony Brook's first classes in Dental Medicine and in our Nurse Practitioner Program. Your senior year saw both the completion of a new Fine Arts Facility, which we hope will ultimately serve as a cultural center for all of Long Island, and the final State approval for new doctoral programs in music. We hope that you will be able to take equal pride in the University's future growth and development.

You will always be a part of this University. Even though you have completed your undergraduate studies here, we should still keep in touch with each other through our Alumni Association. I encourage you to participate fully in the Association's activities and to maintain the friendships that you have developed here among the University's faculty and staff and among your fellow students.

All of us at Stony Brook wish you success and happiness in your future careers; a major test of any educational institution is in the services and excellence of its graduates. We will take great pride in your achievements.

With best wishes,

John S. Toll
President
ENGLISH
Thomas J.J. Altizer
David V. Erdman
Donald R. Fry
Homer Goldberg
Harvey S. Gross
Jan Kott
Thomas Kranidas
Richard L. Levin
Richard A. Levine
Jack Ludwig
Thomas E. Maresca
Ruth Miller
Louis Simpson
Diane Fortuna
James Harvey
Peter J. Houle
Paul A. Newlin
Richard A. Rand
Marion Schwartz
David R. Sheehan
Stephen J. Spector
Norman R. Wallis
Susan Squier

FRENCH AND ITALIAN
Konrad Bieber
Frederick Brown
Linette Brugmans
Oscar A. Hasc
G. Norman Leidlaw
Joseph A. Tursi
Mark S. Whitney
Eleonore M. Zimmermann
Harriet Allentuch
Carol Blum
Leonard R. Mills
Marie Mignone
Sandy Petrey
Anthony Rizzuto
Elizabeth Riggs
Anthony Sciabla
Vittoria Vettrugno
Jane V. Bertolino
Charles Pranso
Janine M. Goldman
Michèle Lane
HISTORY
Werner T. Angress
Ernesto Chinchilla-Aguilar
Charles Hoffmann
Eric E. Lampard
Jackson T. Main
Joel T. Rosenthal
Eli Seitman
Bernard Semmel
William R. Taylor
David F. Trask
Fred Weinstein
Allan K. Wildman

Per A. Alin
Karl S. Bottigheimer
David B. Burner
Hugh G. Cleland
Ruth Schwartz Cowan
Daniel Fox
Richard F. Kuisel
Herman E. Lebovics
Robert H.G. Lee
Helen Rodnite Lemay
Robert M. Levine
Ciara E. Lida

Richard T. Rapp
Ruben E. Weltch
John W. Williams
Elizabeth Garber
Wilbur Miller
Michael S. Reisch
Stephen Stein
W. Burghardt Turner
Karl W. Demuth
George Schuyler

PSYCH
H. William Morrison
John Neale
David M. Pomeranz
Roger Schvaneveldt
Grover J. Whitehurst
Edward G. Carr
Xenia Coulter
Alan Gilchrist
Dale Hay

Helen Jones-Emmerich
Theodore Lidsky
Marian MacDonald
Gary McClure
Susan O’leary
Sharon L. Rosen
Sally Springer
Sally Sternglanz
Sheldon Weintraub

Beverly Birns
Dana Bramel
Gerald C. Davidson
John Gagnon
Michael Gazaniga
James H. Geer
Marvin R. Goldfried
Richard Green
Harry I. Kalish
Leonard Kraemer
Marvin Levine
Robert Liebert
Emil Menzel
K. Daniel O’Leary
Francis H. Palmer
Howard C. Rachlin
Alan O. Ross
Eli Rubenstein
John Stamm
Bernard Tursky
Stuart Valins
Everett J. Wyers
James F. Calhoun
David Cross
Thomas J. D’Zurilla
David Emmerich
Ronald J. Friend
Marcia R. Johnson
Herbert Kaye
Fredric Levine
Joseph LoPiccolo
APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
Edward J. Beltrami
Yung Ming Chen
Daniel Dicker
Vaclav Dolezal
Irving Gerst
James Rohlf
Hanan C. Selvin
Reginald P. Tewarson
Armen H. Zemanian
James C. Frauenthal
Woo Jong Kim
Martin A. Leibowitz
Gary Simon
Alan C. Tucker
Gerard Dallas
Stephen Finch
Bhaskar Sengupta
Lauren Smith

MATHEMATICS
Alfred Adler
James Ax
William Barcus
Leonard S. Charlap
Jeff Cheeger
Raouf Doss
Ronald Douglas
Hershel Farkas
Detlef Gromoll
Mikhael Gromov
C. Denson Hill
Irwin Kra
Michio Kuga
William Lister
Bernard Maskit
Wolfgang Meyer
Stanley Osher
Anthony Phillips
Joel Pincus
Chih-Han Sah
James Simons
E. Rapaport Strasser
Peter Szüsz
Sylva Cohn
David Ebin
William Fox
Lowell Jones
Paul G. Kumpel
Joel Spencer
John Thorpe
Jack Morava
John Palmer

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Arthur J. Bernstein
Aaron Finerman
Herbert L. Gelernter
Jack Heller
Richard B. Kieburzt
David R. Smith
Daniel H. Tycko
Yechezkel Zalcstein
Eralp A. Akkoynulu
John Cherniavsky
Charles M. Fiduccia
Peter B. Henderson
MUSIC
Bülent Arel
Samuel Baron
Bernard Greenhouse
Billy Jim Layton
John Lessard
Davod Lewin
Issac Nemirof
Charles Rosen
Leo Treitler
E. Antony Bonvalot
Sarah Fuller
Richard Kramer
David Lawton
Amy Kaiser
Lawrence Starr
Peter Winkler
Daria Semegen
R. Peter Wolf

PHILOSOPHY
Justus Buchler
Sidney Gelber
Patrick Aidan Heelan
Don Ihde
Robert Sternfeld
Vittorino Tejera
Harold Zyskind
Antonio de Nicolás
David A. Dilworth
Patrick J. Hill
Dick Howard
Michael A. Slote

Marshall Spector
Walter Watson
Eddy M. Zemach
David B. Allison
R. Carleton Dallery
Patrick Grim
Clyde Lee Miller
Joan Ringleheim
Hugh J. Silverman
Don C. Welton
Peter Williams
Sheldon Ackley
Robert Ray
HISPANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Pedro Lastra
Vicente LLiprens
Iris M. Zavala
Jaime Giordano
Clara Lida
James B. McKenna
Román DeLaCampa
Louise Vasvari Fainberg
Alan Francis
William Little
Gabriela Greenfield

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Elaine H. Budde
John W. Ramsey
Leslie F. Thompson
A. Henry von Mechow
Ronald Bush
Paul J. Dudnick
Susan P. Kruptski
Richard Smoliak
Robert B. Snider
Sandra Weeden
Nobuyoshi Higashi
Cecilia Kultur
George Lukemire
Masataka Mori

PROGRAM ON COMMUNICATIONS IN SOCIETY
Gladys Engel Lang
SOCIOLOGY
Lewis A. Coser
Stephen Cole
Rrose Laub Coser
John H. Gagnon
Norman Goodman
Robert W. Hodge
Gladya E. Lang
Kurt Lang
Charles Perrow
Hanan C. Selvin
Jerome E. Singer
Eugene A. Weinstein
O. Andrew Collier
Kenneth A. Feldman
Erich Goode
Ned Polsky
James Rule
Michael Schwartz
Andrea Tyree
Sasha Weitman
Wallace Davis
Forrest Dill
Scott L. Feld
Payet Henry
Terry Rosenberg
Judith Tanur
Gerald Zeitz

PHYSICS
Akito Arima
Nandor L. Balazs
Martin Blume
Gerald E. Brown
Ernest D. Courant
Max Dresden
Leonard Eisenbud
Arnold M. Feingold
Guido Finocchiaro
David B. Fossan
David Fox
Daniel Z. Freedman
Maurice Goldhaber
Myron L. Good
Paul D. Granniss
Barry M. McGee
Robert L. McGrath
Harold J. Metcalf
Richard A. Mould
Hwa-Tung Nieh
John Smith
Gene D. Sprouse
Hans Joestlein
James Lukens
Robert L. McCarthy
Joseph W. Serene
Nigel J. Shevchik
Peter Van Neiwenhuizen
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Lee E. Koppelman
Arthur Kunz
Norman Luttberg
Merton Reichler
Howard A. Scarrow
Joseph Tanenhaus
Martin B. Travis
Bernard Tursky
Jay C. Williams
Milton Lodge

Edward N. Muller
Frank E. Myers
Stephen P. Brown
Bernard Grofman
William J. Linehan
Kristen R. Monroe
Jonathan Pool
Mark Schneider
Carl E. Van Horn
Charles Whitmore
Thomas Jukam

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS:

AFRICANA STUDIES
Lebert Bethune
Canute Parris
Rupert Vaughan

LINGUISTICS
Aaron S. Carton
Frank Arsen
Mark H. Aronoff
Alice Davison
Beatrice L. Hall
Susan Chanover

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
Harvey Gross
Jan Kott
Joan Fry

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Thomas J.J. Altizer
Christopher S. George
Charley D. Hardwick

HUMANITIES
D. Sandy Petrey

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Beverly Birns
Joel T. Rosenthal
Eli Seifman
Shi Ming Hu
Barbara Bandes

IBERI-AMERICAN STUDIES
George W. Schuyler
GERMANIC AND SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Edward J. Czerwinski
Roman Karst
Klaus Schröter
Leif Sjöberg
Samuel Berr
Russell E. Brown
Barbara Elling
Ferdinand A. Ruplin
John R. Russell
Lucy Vogel
Daniel C. O’Neil
Philippe D. Radley
Barbara Bopp
Ursula Meyer
Beruria Stroke

CLASSICS AND CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
Richmond Y. Hathorn
Aaron Godfrey

JUDAIC STUDIES
Samuel Berr
Ruth R. Beizer
Carl J. Rheins
Mira Rosenfeld

CHINESE
Shi Ming Hu
ADMINISTRATORS:

T. Alexander Pond — Executive Vice President
Sidney Gelber — Academic Vice President
J. Howard Oaks — Vice President for the Health Sciences
Patrick Aidan Heelan — Acting Vice President for Liberal Studies
Carl E. Hanes — Vice president for Finance & Business
Elizabeth Wadsworth — Vice President for Student Affairs
Sheldon Ackley — Assistant to the President
Emile Adams — Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs
Edward J. Beltrami — Acting Dean, College of Engineering
John F. Burness — Assistant to the President
Robert Chason — Acting Ass’t. Vice President for Finance & Business
Robert L. Cornute — Director of Public Safety
Robert Darino, E. — Director, Physical Plant
Alan Entine — Ass’t Academic Vice President
Daniel Frisbie — Director of Admissions
Donald K. Fry — Provost pro tem for Humanities and Fine Arts
Sanford M. Gerstel — Ass’t. Executive Vice President
John Hale — Director, Computing Center
Estelle James — Provost pro tem for Social and Behavioral Sciences
Kevin Jones — Director, Physical Plant (West Campus)
Charles Kim — Associate Dean of the Graduate School
Lester G. Paldy — Acting Dean for Continuing Education
Robert Marcus — Dean for Undergraduate Studies
Richard Margison — Director of Budget
George Marshall — Director, Department of Safety
Velio A. Marsocci — Acting Associate Dean of Engineering and Applied Sciences
James McKenna — Director of Academic Planning
Ruth Miller — Assistant Academic Vice President
Monica Riley — Provost pro tem for Biological Sciences
Max B. Rosselot — Dean for Student Administrative Services
Vincent Ruggi — Payroll Director
Robert Schneider — Associate Dean for Research
Jerry K. Schubel — Director, Marine Sciences Research Center
Carl J. Singer — Director of Internal Audit
John Brewster Smith — Dean of Library Services; Director of Libraries
William Stockbine — Director of University Records
Sei Sujushi — Provost pro tem for Physical Sciences and Mathematics
Charles R. Wagner — Director of Facilities Planning
Ralph Watkins — Director, Special Programs
Harry Weiner — Acting Dean, W. Averell Harriman College for Urban and Policy Sciences
Herbert Weisinger — Dean of the Graduate School
Bache Whitlock — Director of Financial Aid
David Woods — Director of University Relations
Lee Yasumura — Director of Personnel; Acting Affirmative Action Officer
Brian H. Brochard  Rob Brodsky  Lawrence Brody  Judith Brooks
Sandi F. Brooks  Andrew Craig Brown  George Bruchbacher  Phillip Buble
Stephanie Bucalo  Lee Burberry
Frank P. Burgert  Barbara Boslow
Kin W. Ng
Peng Ng
Wing Ching Ng
Joseph D. Nieves

Susan A. Nitzberg
Michael Norinsky
Harold Edward Norman
Shelly Nottenberg

Lori S. Novack
David M. Novick
Don Noviello
Patricia O'Connor
Peter J. Oswald

Sue Otto

Harry J. Paikin

Nick Paccione

Michael R. Pallarino

Ralph Pantuso

Robert J. Papa

Audrey Lynn Pappalardo

Owen Pardo
Arthur Tomasino  
Mayra Torres  
Gloria Tortu  
Michael Trachman  
Kevin Tracy  
Julia Tsien  
Elizabeth Kung-Ning-Tu  
Hope Turner  
Helen Tuzio  
David Twitchell  
Gary Udasin  
William Vaccaro
The SPECULA staff apologizes to those seniors' portraits which were printed out of sequence.
A pebble gently ripples the water
    as I reflect upon the shadows,
    and seek those which I recognize.
White duckling feathers
    float along the edges,
    disturbing not the tranquility
    as I await the blossoms of spring.
Warm rays of sun
    embrace me with love
    encouraging my growth
    as trees flaunt their cloaking,
    and flowers masquerade as rainbows.
Reflections capture my inner soul—
    with innocence and pride
    personified by nature.
Maturity evolves within me
    as the seasons of the year,
    and I feel nature carefully guiding me—
    I am her fragile creation.
I shiver in the autumn
    as trees bare their limbs
    and yield to the cold of night
    with placid contentment.
Flurries fill the skies
    as doves flying freely,
    and winter introduces
    newly found innocence and serenity.
The icy pond
    ripples no longer,
    yet mirrors my true self.
A reflection of life’s seasons
    with nature’s gentle touch;
    I will miss you when I go.

By: Caryl Hirsch ('78)
1978 Specula Staff
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